
How to Travel the World...on a Budget 
by Lisa Sizemore for LFPL’s How-to Festival. May 10, 2014 

Attend the session and have a question? Contact me at lisa.lintner@gmail.com 
 
WAYS TO SAVE UP FOR A TRIP 
Tips: 

• Pay off your car and keep saving your monthly payment, but for your next trip. I am 
always driving an older car, it’s good to pick a reliable brand like Honda, Toyota, 
Hyundai, etc., pay it off and save away.  

• Plan a trip after you receive a tax refund. If you’re lucky enough to have a nice size 
return. 

• Give up an expensive habit and save what you’d normally spend to keep up the 
habit. Quit smoking, give up alcohol, Starbucks, whatever you spend a lot of income 
on that’s not necessary to live.  

• Keep the cash. Start a vacation fund box at home. Whenever you get a check 
unexpectedly, cash it and put it away for safe keeping. I used to cash my mileage 
reimbursement checks and add them to this fund. Although I did this years ago, I 
don’t anymore; my kids are teens and I don’t need money lying around them! 

• Pick up extra work or odd jobs. All the money goes into the fund! 
• Go “off season.” Nearly every trip we take is off season: Mexico in October, Nova 

Scotia in late fall, Quebec City in winter, Copenhagen in November, Prague in early 
May, London in March, Quito in June, Toronto in February, etc. 

 

FLIGHTS 
Airline tickets usually take up to ½ half or more of the total expense of the trip. I am 
constantly researching flight deal to decide where my next trip is going to be.  Many times, 
we found deals on flights and that totally determined where we would go. Destinations 
we’ve found particularly affordable: Quito, Ecuador; Sofia, Bulgaria; Hamilton, Ontario.  
 
Tips:  

• CREDIT CARD POINTS.  
o I’ve found the PNC Points cards for credit cards are the best way I save on 

flights. I usually pay all my living expenses on my PNC credit card and pay it 
off with every paycheck. In the past 5 years, I’ve flown 3 times using airlines 
that I’ve been able to use PNC points to purchase tickets. For London, I 
saved my points for 24 months. To fly to Ecuador, I saved about 1 year to get 
free tix to Miami. Another trip to Copenhagen, I got great flight prices from 
Newark to Copenhagen ($550 RT through Iceland Express) and used my 
PNC points to fly Lousiville to Newark.  

 
• Another Credit card that’s pretty good for travel points is Barclay, and there are no 

foreign transaction fees -- so I use this card when I’m out of the country for any 
purchases via credit card I buy. But you do have to pay an annual fee. I personally 
prefer to use cash for most of my purchases outside the country, getting money from 
an ATM usually at the airport. Never exchange US dollars at an money exchange 
booth; you’ll really get a lot less money for your dollar in their transaction fees.  



• Nick has an American Airlines credit card and certain stores and restaurants he 
visits gives him double points. The Bristol Bar and Grille for instance will accumulate 
more points than dining at Harvest. Nick has booked sooooo many rental cars, 1 or 2 
night hotel rooms with his points each year. He usually doesn’t accumulate enough 
for flights, but the vouchers for free rental cars and hotels are really worth it to him.  

 
• AIRLINE MILES:I honestly don’t fly enough to rack up enough airline miles to book 

trips. But I know some people that do. Plus, I find the best deal possible and I’m not 
loyal to one airline...which makes it nearly impossible to rack up enough airline miles 
to be of much benefit  

 
• SAMPLE GREAT AIRLINE DEALS: Searching www.kayak.com is a great tool to see 

who has the cheapest flights. Here’s the link that I discussed at the How-to Festival 
about searching for flights during certain months from Louisville: 
http://www.kayak.com/explore/. Sometimes booking a flight+hotel on 
www.expedia.com is also a great cost savings -- even if you don’t use “that” hotel. 
Oddly enough, sometimes if you do the search without the hotel, the cost inflates 
dramatically.  

o July 2010 (for October 2010 trip) $550 RT ticket from Newark - Copenhagen 
via Iceland Express. Tiny seat, pretty uncomfortable, but you can’t beat that 
price!! I used my PNC points to buy the flight from Louisville to Newark. 

o August 2011 (for December 2011 trip) $500 was the per person cost of RT 
non-stop flight including hotel from Louisville to Freeport Bahamas, back 
when Vision Airlines had direct flights from SDF! The 4 nights at the hotel was 
not fancy, but clean and we thoroughly enjoyed that trip! 

o December 2011 (for June 2012 trip) $415 RT ticket from Miami to Quito. Not 
so great travel times on return, but upgraded to first class on outbound flight! 
Wow! Found the deal on LAN Airlines through a link on www.travelzoo.com. 
Eventually booked the trip through Expedia to get 3.5% cashback on my 
www.fatwallet.com account. I booked the Louisville to Miami flight with my 
PNC points.  

o December 2013 (for March/April 2014 trip) $0. Saved up my PNC credit card 
points for 2 years.  

 

ACCOMODATIONS 
Tips:  

• Always try to find a hotel that includes breakfast. In Copenhagen, we booked at 
Hotel 27 and it not only included breakfast, but dinner and afternoon snack as well 
for $165 per night! We saved so much on food that trip! Food was extremely 
expensive in Denmark. We always made sure we ate at the hotel. Unfortunately 
Hotel 27 was bought by another company and no longer offers complimentary 
meals.  

• Sometimes you save more money booking directly through the hotel. Check before 
you book at a site like booking.com. This was the case with El Crater in Quito, 
Ecuador. www.elcrater.com/  

http://www.kayak.com/
http://www.kayak.com/explore/
http://www.expedia.com/
http://www.travelzoo.com/
http://www.fatwallet.com/


• If you can, share a room with a friend. I brought along earplugs for my friend to use 
in case I snored while we were traveling together. If you can share a bed, it’s even 
cheaper. In Europe, you can sometimes find 2 twin beds in a room.    

• Look at tripadvisor.com, if a site has tons of super horrid reviews, it’s likely that you’ll 
be miserable there. If they mention of bedbugs in recent reviews, you should steer 
clear of it! But a few bad reviews when most of the reviews that are great? Probably 
it’s the reviewer -- a person who can’t be satisfied or a grump. We’ve booked twice 
using airbnb.com. We had a good experience, although realize it’s not for everyone. 
Costs were much less than hotels.  

• We found that we are not comfortable staying at backpacker hostels, we need a little 
more luxury. We try to stay within the $100-$200 range for world travel hotels. 
Ecuador was easy to the hit the $100 range, and we found 5 star luxury corner suite 
in Quebec City during the holidays for $200. That was really splurging. Nick and I 
split the room costs 50-50. Accommodations in Sofia, Bulgaria were really 
reasonable, we booked a luxury apartment for $54, but we unfortunately didn’t make 
the trip due to winter weather travel problems! 

• Renting an apartment through airbnb or booking.com or flipkey through TripAdvisor 
are also ways of saving a lot of money - especially for families, plus you get a 
kitchen to cook breakfast and dinner in. Spaghetti is cheap to make everywhere.  

 

DINING/FOOD 
Tips:  

• Going to the grocery store will almost always be way cheaper than dining out. The 
best scenario to still feel like you’re on vacation...especially when traveling with kids:  

o breakfast - included in the price of the hotel. If not, pack oatmeal packets to 
use with the in-room coffee maker and make it in the coffee cup/mug. 
Granola bars, mixed nuts, dried fruit travels fine during international travel 
and make easy breakfasts.  

o lunch - big hearty lunch out while sight seeing 
o dinner - simple dinner of bread, cheese, cold cuts, fresh fruit, juice, milk and a 

dessert (always! You’re on vacation!) purchased at a nearby grocery store 
and eaten in the hotel room. Leftovers that are non-perishable can be snacks 
for the next day if there’s no mini-fridge. I try to pick hotels near a major 
grocery store and public transportation for convenience.  

• In areas of the world where you can, drink tap or “still” water. It’s usually free and 
you need to stay hydrated! 

• We usually try to have one “nice” or fancy meal on vacation, and stick to 
economically options for lunch. Food in Ecuador was VERY affordable...and 
delicious! 

• Non-gourmet pizza shops are usually an economical choice everywhere.  
 

TRANSPORTATION 
Tips: 

• Walk to your destination whenever possible! It’s free, healthy and you’ll notice a lot 
more walking than riding. Plus your chance of finding money in the street 
significantly increases! Be sure to wear and pack only comfortable shoes.  



• Rent a bike; my friend and I did this recently in London. A foot saver! 
• Use public transportation whenever possible. Usually, 1, 3 day, or 1 week public 

transportation passes ARE worth the cost.  We’ve rented a few cars where we had 
to: Freeport, Bahamas and Halifax, Nova Scotia. Both free with Nick’s American 
Airlines reward points. But the stress of having a rental car, dealing with road rules 
and unfamiliar areas are all great reasons to not rent a car. In the Bahamas they 
drive on the left side of the road, and there was no end of stress while driving there. 
Halifax was very easy and simple, very similar to the US. Most cities had affordable 
and efficient public transportation: Copenhagen, Prague, London (not really 
affordable, but it’s London), Montreal, Toronto. Travel from the airport to the hotel is 
often a hefty cost; Montreal, London, and Copenhagen all had subway trains from 
the airport into the city center. Very nice!  

• Like grocery stores, I also like picking accommodations that are located near the 
public train, bus, trolley, whatever. At the end of a long day of sight-seeing, you don’t 
want to walk another 25 minutes to your lodging after the subway ride near your 
temporary home.  

• Quebec City was a very walking-friendly city, even in the bitter cold (dress 
accordingly!). But we booked a tour bus to get a glimpse outside the city; a ½ day 
tour several sights on the countryside was $50 per person. It was a great way to see 
the area.  

• When public transportation won’t work, find a private driver. We found Lincoln 
Guaman recommended from a lot of folks visiting Quito, Ecuador. He was amazing. 
We booked him for two one-day trips from Quito for around $100 a day and were 
completely grateful for his interpretive skills, his recommendations of places to visit 
and his excellent conversation. We tipped him well; he was worth it! He also offered 
reasonable smaller trip transportation as well. If you can’t find a private driver, ask 
the hotel to recommend a reputable taxi, they will often be available whenever you 
need them. We also took a lot of taxis (husband and wife team) in Quito because we 
stayed on the outskirts of the city in two different hotels on our 10 day trip.  

• Last option is to rent a car. 
 
SIGHTSEEING or WHAT TO DO ONCE YOU GET THERE 
Tips: 

• Sometimes you’ll find 1 day, 3 day or 1 week passes to several tourist destinations in 
a city. I’ve rarely found them to be worth it (only Copenhagen was, though it looks 
like the price has increased since I went). Someone at the How-to session 
mentioned the Firenze Card in Florence, Italy was worth it too:.  Over the years, I 
have gravitated toward away from expensive tourist destinations, unless it’s really 
what I came to the city to see or admire. Do the math and see if you can actually 
save money; you might! 

• Tour historic homes, they often have great stories and very low entrance fees. 
• Research the city and find all the great free or discounted attractions.  Washington 

DC, St. Louis, London all have pretty incredibly free places to visit at no cost or 
suggested donations. 

• Find discount cards or sheets available online. Even if you don’t use every 2 for 1 
coupon you print off, it’s a back-up for savings.  

• Walk through historic neighborhoods, take photos of amazing architecture.  
• Visit city parks and art galleries to see local culture and art 

http://www.copenhagencard.com/?ld=0&currency=eur
http://www.firenzecard.it/?lang=en


• If you’ve been to a paid zoo, aquarium, science center, amusement park in another 
city, forgo that cost in the city you’re visiting, unless you have kids.  Rarely do you 
see much new.  

• Get books from the Library and look up must see sights. I find that the Rick Steves 
series of travel books are the best, followed by the “Top Ten” books with good maps. 

• Get a map in advance and plot out where you are going so you don’t waste time or 
money on extra transportation costs or lose valuable time scheduling sights located 
not near other sights.  
 

Inexpensive souvenirs 
Tips: 

• I pick up a rock from every place I visit and collect small currency and coins if they 
don’t use American dollars 

• Unique soda bottles or wine bottles 
• Daily newspaper or magazine 
• Museum shops often have great sales, I found fabric button earrings for gifts that 

were on clearance from 9 pounds to 50 pence in Brighton! 
• A book in the native language bought at a used book store 
• Enlarged photographs 

 
Blog entry about my recent trip to London; 7 nights for $1030. Ignore the rest of the blog; it’s 
a mess! I’m still figuring out how to blog! 
http://RealPeopleWorldTravel.com/?p=65  
 

http://www.lfpl.org/
http://realpeopleworldtravel.com/?p=65

